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This paper introduces a 4th-order accurate low-dissipation flux scheme for use on un-
structured CFD codes, and compares this flux scheme with two others for LES calculations
of hot and cold supersonic jets. The flux schemes are compared with experimental profiles
of jet centerline Mach number, total temperature and total pressure, with jet spreading
rate data, and with near-field acoustic measurements. The influence of grid resolution on
these solution accuracy is also evaluated. The new low-dissipation flux scheme is shown
to be stable on a high-speed compressible turbulent flow problem, and to be significantly
more accurate than the existing baseline flux approach.
Nomenclature
a sound speed
b mixing layer half-velocity radius, R0.5 − h
D jet exit diameter
e specific internal energy
F flux vector
h cell spacing, also jet potential core radius
k kinetic energy
M Mach number, |~u|/a
~n face normal vector
p pressure
Q Q-criterion, (R : R− S : S)/2
q primitive flow variable
R flux vector eigenvectors, also jet exit radius, D/2
R0.5 jet half-velocity radius
R rotation-rate tensor, (∇~u−∇~uT )/2
R˜ gas constant
r jet radial coordinate
S strain-rate tensor, (∇~u+∇~uT )/2
s local direction in grid formed by root sum square of the three grid directions
T temperature
t time
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~u velocity vector, [u, v, w]T
u, v, w components of velocity vector in the x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively
X generic position
~x position vector, [x, y, z]T
x, y, z cartesian coordinates, x = 0 at the jet nozzle exit plane, y = z = 0 at the jet centerline
Subscripts
avg denotes an average state
c denotes a center midpoint
f denotes a face
i denotes inviscid
iles denotes prescribed implicit LES factor
jet denotes jet exit
l denotes a “left” cell
ll denotes a “left-of-left” cell
r denotes a “right” cell
rr denotes a “right-of-right” cell
t denotes total condition
th denotes Thornber
upwind denotes upwind
Symbols
αcomp hybrid flux parameter
αgeom cell geometry parameter
αiles prescribed implicit LES parameter
αstab skew-symmetric flux stability parameter, max(αgeom, αiles)
β skew-symmetric flux stencil parameter
δxref cell reference length
ηcomp shock detector parameter
η1 parameter selecting angle at which full upwinding will occur for αgeom
η2 parameter selecting how fast upwinding is added for small departures in mesh quality for αgeom
φ generic interpolated value
γ ratio of specific heats
Λ flux vector eigenvalue
ρ density
θ cell quality angle, also jet circumferential angle coordinate
I. Introduction
Turbulence is a critical factor in most aero- and propulsion-related flows. For many years, the industry-standard approach to incorporating the effect of turbulence in computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
calculations has been the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) modeling approach. RANS implicitly
time-averages turbulent motion, and models its effect on the mixing of species, momentum and energy
in a flow field. The approach is economical and often allows a CFD calculation to proceed to steady-
state. However, it makes several simplifying assumptions, and the results will only be as good as the
RANS turbulence model. Meanwhile, the last two decades have witnessed rapid and explosive growth in
computational power, the development of CFD codes which scale well over thousands of processors, and
the refinement of unstructured grid generation tools which facilitate rapid surface and volume gridding of
complex geometries. CFD engineering calculations of 108 – 109 finite-volume cells have become routine.
Thus, Large Eddy Simulation (LES), which attempts to directly resolve the unsteady motion of the largest
scales of turbulence, is increasingly of interest for many fluids engineering problems.1–3 Additionally, hybrid
RANS-LES approaches such as Spalart’s Detached Eddy Simulation (DES),4 which attempt to marry the
best strengths of both methods, are in active use and development. Because it seeks to accurately resolve
the unsteady motion of the largest scales of turbulence, LES places certain requirements on the numerical
method used to discretize and advance the Navier Stokes equations. In particular, LES requires high time
accuracy and minimal intrinsic numerical dispersion and dissipation over a wide range of length scales.
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The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first purpose is to introduce and document a 4th-order
accurate low-dissipation flux scheme for use on unstructured CFD codes. This flux scheme significantly
improves the ability of the Loci-CHEM code to resolve turbulence in an LES or DES calculation, and is
stable for compressible flow problems. The second purpose is to evaluate this low-dissipation flux scheme,
another reduced-dissipation flux scheme, and a baseline upwind unstructured flux approach for LES of a
supersonic jet. A round turbulent jet is an example of a foundational free shear turbulence problem that
has been challenging for many RANS turbulence models.5–9 A rocket plume typically adds the complexity
of compressibility and high jet temperature to the problem, and potentially the complication of plume
expansion or shock waves when the plume is significantly under- or over-expanded with respect to the
ambient environment. For solid rocket motors, particles can become a notable fraction of the exhaust mass,
momentum and energy flow, and can exchange momentum and energy with the gas phase. These plumes
are typically a significant driver of acoustic and thermal design environments and loads in the base region
of a launch vehicle, and even more so for any surface directly impinged by the plume (e.g. a mobile launch
platform). These plume-induced acoustic and thermal environments, and any impingement loads or heating,
are strongly influenced by the turbulent mixing of rocket plumes with the ambient environment. Thus it is
important to model or capture this mixing correctly. LES has shown promise for this goal.10–15
The basis of validation and comparison for this paper is the experimental work of Seiner et al.16 In
that paper, a nearly perfectly expanded jet with an exit Mach number of 2.0 was exhausted into a quiescent
ambient environment at the Jet Noise Laboratory at NASA Langley. The jet exit diameter, D was 3.6 inches.
A wide range of jet total temperatures were investigated, ranging from 313 K to 1534 K. In this work, two
of these temperature cases are considered. A full set of comparisons were run for a cold jet with a total
temperature of 313 K, and for a hot jet with a total temperature of 1114 K. The jet exit Reynolds numbers,
based on exit diameter and centerline flow properties, are 8.15×106 and 1.64×106, respectively. A limited set
of acoustic measurement comparisons were also run for an even hotter jet with a total temperature of 1399 K.
Jet spreading rate data and near-field acoustic data for the comparisons below were obtained by digitizing
Figures 8 and 18 in Reference 16. Axial profiles of Mach number, total temperature and total pressure for the
comparisons below were obtained from the Axisymmetric Cold and Hot Supersonic Jet cases at the NASA
Langley Turbulence Modeling Resource (https://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/jetsupersoniccold val.html17 and
https://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/jetsupersonichot val.html18). The website authors note that the data were
obtained independently of Reference 16.
A description of the Loci-CHEM CFD code is provided first, followed by documentation of the new 4th-
order accurate low-dissipation flux scheme. The computational domain, boundary conditions and gridding
approach of the supersonic jet problem are defined. Comparisons of LES calculations of the three different
flux schemes with experimental data are then provided, and conclusions are drawn regarding the accuracy
of the various numerical methods.
II. Modeling Approach
The CFD analysis was performed using the Loci-CHEM CFD code, version 4.0-beta-11 p1 (Reference
19). Loci-CHEM is a finite-volume flow solver for generalized grids developed at Mississippi State University
in part through NASA and NSF funded efforts. Loci-CHEM is comprised entirely of C and C++ code and
is supported on all popular UNIX variants and compilers. Efficient parallel operation is facilitated by the
Loci20 framework which exploits multi-threaded and Message Passing Interface (MPI) libraries. The code
supports the use of multi-species finite-rate chemistry, and has several different RANS turbulence modeling
options. It is widely used in NASA, the Department of Defense and Industry for CFD analysis of aerospace
problems. 2nd-order spatial accuracy on unstructured grids is typically obtained by using a least-squares
gradient reconstruction combined with a Barth-21 or Venkatakrishnan-style22 limiter for compressible flow
problems. The inviscid flux function is typically the Roe approximate Reimann solver.23 This baseline
least-squares approach with the Roe flux is denoted LS-Roe below. However, due to recent development
work supported by the Space Launch System Program, Loci-CHEM can now also use an Optimized Gradient
Reconstruction (OGRE)24 with the Roe flux (denoted OGRE-Roe below). This reconstruction also makes
use of the method proposed by Thornber et al.25,26 to reduce dissipation for subsonic flows. Further, a low-
dissipation skew-symmetric central difference scheme which is 4th-order accurate on uniform meshes (denoted
LDS4 below) was also developed for Loci-CHEM. A user-selectable amount of 3rd-order upwinding can be
blended into this scheme for stability and robustness—as little as 10% is effective. Both the OGRE-Roe flux
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and the low-dissipation flux (and particularly the latter) significantly improve the dispersion and dissipation
characteristics of the inviscid flux calculation in Loci-CHEM compared to the baseline least-squares approach
with the Roe flux. It should be noted that, at the present time, the low-dissipation central difference scheme
functions more effectively on hexahedral or polyhedral meshes than tetrahedral meshes. A description of
this flux scheme follows in section III below.
III. Skew-Symmetric Flux Scheme
A low-dissipation numerical scheme for unstructured grids is implemented by forming a hybrid of a
low-dissipation skew-symmetric flux designed for Cartesian meshes with traditional upwinded unstructured
methods such that we recover the Cartesian mesh algorithm for regular meshes and also provide a low-
dissipation characteristic on irregular meshes. The Cartesian formulation in which this is based on are
2nd- and 4th-order fluxes from the skew-symmetric family of flux functions. For this discussion, consider
the 2nd-order skew-symmetric flux that is evaluated at cell faces as a function of averaged variables by the
relation
Favg(l, r) = ρ(pavg, Tavg) (~uavg · ~n)
 1~uavg
e(pavg, Tavg) + kavg
+
 0pavg~n
pavg (~uavg · ~n)
 (1)
where the density, ρ(p, T ), and internal energy, e(p, T ), are provided by the equation-of-state, ~n is the face
normal vector, and the averaged variables pavg, Tavg, ~uavg, and kavg are provided by the following averaging
relations:
pavg =
1
2
(pl + pr)
Tavg =
1
2
(Tl + Tr)
~uavg =
1
2
(~ul + ~ur)
kavg = ~uavg · ~uavg − 1
4
(~ul · ~ul + ~ur · ~ur)
(2)
For an ideal gas, the equations-of-state provide the following functions:
ρ(p, T ) =
p
R˜T
,
e(p, T ) =
R˜
γ − 1T.
(3)
The above formulation reproduces the compressible kinetic energy consistent (KEC) form of Subbareddy
et al.27 due to the definition of average fluid kinetic energy, kavg. However, this scheme differs from the
Subbareddy flux form in that averages of temperature and pressure are formed and then density and internal
energy are derived from the equation-of-state (EoS), whereas the original KEC flux formed independent
averages for these variables. Other options for averaging, including density and internal energy averaging,
were also evaluated and it was found that the above averaging process generally produced errors that are
lower by a factor of up to two.
The 2nd-order skew-symmetric flux of eq. (1) can be used as a basis to construct a 4th-order scheme
following the construction of Pirozzoli28,29 and given here as the form:
FSSF = (1 + 2β)Favg(l, r)− β (Favg(ll, r) + Favg(r, rr)) , (4)
where β = 16 and ll denotes the value of the cell left-of-left and rr denotes the value of the cell right-of-right.
This 4th-order skew-symmetric flux (obtained when β = 16 ) will be denoted as the SSF scheme. When β = 0
this flux reduces to the KEC scheme of Reference 27. This flux will provide the central flux scheme in our
hybridized low-dissipation scheme.
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Figure 1. Geometry of flux stencil formation
III.A. Unstructured Mesh Hybridization
For unstructured solvers we would like to modify the SSF scheme in such a way that it becomes identical
to the 4th-order scheme on Cartesian meshes but gracefully degrades to a low-dissipation 2nd-order scheme
on unstructured meshes. The flux written in equation (4) is not directly applicable to unstructured meshes
because of the direct reference to left-of-left and right-of-right cells that have no clear definition in an irregular
mesh structure. The general problem is illustrated in Figure 1 where ~xl and ~xr denote the cell centroids of
the given polyhedral mesh, ~xf is the face centroid of a given polygonal face, while ~xc is the midpoint location
between the cell faces where the centered flux is defined. Here ~xll and ~xrr are the nominal locations of a
Cartesian mesh overlayed onto this unstructured mesh. In general no cells are centered at these locations,
but for a Cartesian mesh these points will correspond to the expected cell centers. The construction of
an unstructured scheme requires the resolution of two issues: how to correct for the fact that the flux
interpolation center (Xc) does not correspond to the face centroid (Xf ) and how to obtain values for the
left-of-left and right-of-right values in an unstructured context.
We can utilize the cell gradients computed on the left and right side to devise a correction for the offset
between ~xf and ~xc. Note that without this correction the scheme given in Eq. (4) will degrade to 1
st order
on unstructured grids unless mesh refinement is sufficiently smooth (e.g. |~xf − ~xc| = O(h2)). A correction
that will restore 2nd-order accuracy for non-smooth refinements is accomplished by using the cell centered
gradients at the left and right cells to shift the stencil such that it is centered on the face center. For a given
interpolated value φ, the states interpolated to this new stencil are given by the correction
φl
′
= φl +∇φl · (~xf − ~xc)
φr
′
= φr +∇φr · (~xf − ~xc),
(5)
which provides a 2nd-order correction provided that ∇φ is computed to at least 1st-order accuracy.
To recover a 4th-order accurate scheme on Cartesian meshes we need to establish a reconstruction for the
left-of-left and right-of-right stencil locations that will correspond to the actual values at these cell locations
on a Cartesian mesh, but are only functions of the available left and right values and gradients. To do this we
start with the assumption that gradients will be computed at the cells using a least squares reconstruction.
For this reconstruction on a Cartesian mesh, it can be shown that the following relationships will identically
hold:
∇φl · (~xr − ~xl) =φr − φll
2
∇φr · (~xr − ~xl) =φrr − φl
2
(6)
Using these relations, we can then compute an effective left-of-left and right-of-right state using the cell
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values and their gradients. These are defined as follows:
φll
′
= φr
′ − 2∇φl · (~xr − ~xl)
φrr
′
= φl
′
+ 2∇φr · (~xr − ~xl)
(7)
The approach produces exactly the 4th-order flux on Cartesian grids and also provides a reasonable cor-
rection for general meshes. This approach has the advantage of only requiring the cell centered least squares
gradient which will be required for the upwind flux as was observed in a similar formulation presented by
Darwish and Moukalled.30 Note, this implementation was arrived at after evaluating many subtle varia-
tions on the themes presented here. For example, a centered face interpolation using cubic polynomials was
evaluated to replace the face averaged values for the skew-symmetric flux but did not produce 4th-order
convergence on Cartesian meshes due to the presence of aliased 2nd-order modes. Similarly, centered linear
reconstructions at the face were evaluated to correct for location of the face center, but the resulting scheme
was less stable and required more blended upwinding than the one presented here.
III.B. Hybrid Flux Scheme
In practice the skew-symmetric fluxes (equation (4)) fail for shocked flows and therefore need to be hybridized
with standard upwind fluxes to enable simulation of high speed flows. A blending with the standard upwind
scheme is achieved by using a simple weighted average of central flux and upwind flux schemes such that our
final inviscid flux can be written as
Fi = (1− αcomp)FSSF + αcompFupwind. (8)
To preserve low dissipation in regions that we employ upwinding, we modify the upwind scheme to provide
low dissipation in low Mach number regions by employing the simple scaling scheme proposed by Thornber
et al.25,26 whereby the left and right velocity states are modified according to the local face Mach number,
Mf , according to the relations:
~ul,th =
~ul + ~ur
2
+ min(Mf , 1)
~ul − ~ur
2
~ur,th =
~ul + ~ur
2
+ min(Mf , 1)
~ur − ~ul
2
(9)
The blending parameter will be selected based on a compressible flow detector that will switch to up-
winding in regions where the skew-symmetric flux is inappropriate. There are two possible methods that
may be employed to make this transition. One of the more popular shock detectors used for this purpose
is the method originally implemented by Ducros et al.31 which detects shocks by comparing the magnitude
of the divergence of velocity with the vorticity. Regions that are vorticity dominant (such as LES regions)
switch to the low-dissipation flux. However, this switch often becomes active in regions where an upwind
scheme is not necessary. In addition, refining a region of smooth flow will not allow the code to switch to a
lower dissipation flux. Ideally a switch should reduce the area where the upwind scheme is utilized with mesh
refinement, and so a switch that considers local mesh resolution is desired. This switch should be based on
the magnitude of divergence of the velocity field which gives a measure of the rate of compression in the flow,
a mesh length scale, and some measure of the fluid response to compression, such as sound speed. Using
these measures and dimensional analysis we arrive at the following
αcomp =
[
min
(
ηcomp
|∇ · ~u| δxref
a
, 1
)]2
(10)
where a is the local sound speed, and δxref is the cell reference length defined as the diameter of the smallest
sphere that encloses all cell face centers. The variable ηcomp is a user defined sensitivity parameter. The
non-dimensional term is squared so that the transition to the central scheme will correspond with mesh
refinement at a rate of O(h2) in smooth flow regions. For the studies that involve shocks presented here a
value of ηcomp = 5 is used. Note, with this method the value for αcomp will vanish with mesh refinement
for any smooth solution, but will always be active at shocks. This scheme, which is the default used in the
solver, limits the upwind scheme to small regions near shocks and expansions.
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Figure 2. Geometry of flux stencil formation
In addition to compressible concerns, meshes that depart from the Cartesian form may become unstable
due to the aliasing errors and the lack of numerical dissipation in the scheme. In order to stabilize the scheme
as well as provide a source of implicit LES filtering, we add in a upwind dissipation term that is of the form
−αstabRΛR−1[ql − qr] (11)
where R and R−1 are the right and left eigenvectors, and Λ are the eigenvalues of the flux function linearized
about the primitive variables, p, T , and u. The term [ql − qr] is the jump in primitive variables computed
using a cubic upwind interpolation. This term is added to suppress standing wave structures that emerge
due to the high wave number dispersive errors inherent to the skew-symmetric scheme as well as to provide
an implicit LES subgrid model. Thus to stabilize the scheme, αstab will be limited to be no smaller than a
prescribed αiles or to a factor computed based on the loss of symmetry in the stencil represented by αgeom.
The αgeom factor is computed using a heuristic approach to add dissipation based on angles formed by the
face reconstruction. Specifically we are concerned with two potentially problematic angles: 1) the angle
between the face normal and the vector joining the cell center should be as close to zero as possible, and
2) the angle of a line that is tangent to a sphere centered on the skew-symmetric flux center (Xc) with a
radius containing the face centroid, rf = |Xf − Xc| as illustrated in figure 2. The geometric upwinding is
computed based on the maximum of these two angles, denoted as θmax. Then the geometric based upwinding
is computed using the relation
αgeom = χ
2 +
η2
η1
∗ (χ3 − 2χ2 + χ);χ = min{η1(1− cos θmax), 1} (12)
where η1 selects the angle at which full upwinding will occur, and η2 controls how fast upwinding is added for
small departures from ideal mesh quality. For the test cases studied it was found that accurate and robust
results were obtained with, η1 = 2, which provides full upwinding when θmax = 60 deg, while η2 = 1 ensures
stability on good quality meshes where small corrections are applied keeping αgeom ∼ 1− cos θmax for small
angles. In general, η1 and η2 are user adjustable parameters, but the settings described here are effective for
a wide range of mesh configurations and appear to provide a reasonable compromise between robustness and
low dissipation. A setting of αiles = 0.1 is found to be a reasonable value for a high Reynolds number implicit
LES subgrid model, and the ultimate value of this dissipation factor is given by αstab = max(αgeom, αiles).
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Figure 3. Cutting Plane illustrating instantaneous jet Mach number contours and domain boundary conditions. Hot
jet case solution computed using the LDS4 flux scheme on Grid 180.
IV. Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions
The computational domain for this study is shown in figure 3. For reference, a snapshot of the Mach
number contours in a hot jet solution computed using the LDS4 scheme is also shown in the figure. The
boundaries of the solution domain are based on the grids available at Refs. 17 and 18. The converging-
diverging nozzle is modeled, and the solution domain extends 1.205 jet exit diameters upstream from the
nozzle exit, 36.67 diameters downstream, and 11.11 diameters radially from the jet centerline. Total pressure
and temperature conditions (from Refs. 17 and 18) were prescribed at the nozzle inflow boundary. Viscous
no-slip walls (with a fixed wall temperature of 278 K) were prescribed on the nozzle interior wall surfaces,
and the short section of wall proceeding upstream from the nozzle exit to the larger domain upstream
boundary. A characteristic-based boundary condition (P = 101325 Pa, T = 278 K and M = 0.01) was used
at the upstream and radial farfield boundaries. A zeroth-order extrapolation boundary was prescribed for
the downstream farfield boundary. A limited number of check cases were run with a larger radial farfield
boundary location, with negligible effect on the jet results described below.
Four grids were used to help assess the dependence of solution accuracy on grid resolution. Although
Loci-CHEM is an inherently unstructured flow solver, the four grids were largely based on a cylindrical
structured grid approach. Grids with circumferential spacings of 3.0, 2.0, 1.5 and 1.0 degrees were developed
for this study. The grids were named for the number of cells in the circumferential direction, resulting
in names of “Grid 120”, “Grid 180”, “Grid 240” and “Grid 360” respectively. The axial and radial grid
resolution for each of these grids progressively increased as well. As shown in figure 4, the grid is slowly
stretched with respect to axial and radial grid spacing from zero to 30 jet exit diameters downstream from
the jet exit, and then coarsened more rapidly in axial spacing from 30 to 36.67 diameters downstream. The
radial grid spacing within the core of the jet was comparable to the axial grid spacing. The four grids are
summarized as follows:
• Grid 120: Circumferential spacing = 3.0◦, total size = 4.43M hexahedral cells.
• Grid 180: Circumferential spacing = 2.0◦, total size = 13.8M hexahedral cells.
• Grid 240: Circumferential spacing = 1.5◦, total size = 31.5M hexahedral cells.
• Grid 360: Circumferential spacing = 1.0◦, total size = 101M hexahedral cells.
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Figure 4. Centerline axial grid spacing (left panel) and radial grid spacing (right panel) as a function of distance
downstream of the nozzle exit.
The grid structure and density of Grid 180 near the nozzle exit are shown in the top panel of figure 5.
A similar illustration well downstream of the nozzle exit is provided in the bottom panel of the figure. For
reference, a snapshot of the Mach number contours in a hot jet solution computed using the LDS4 scheme is
also shown in the figure. The x− y planes at z/D = 0 in the left panel of the figure illustrate how the grid
is stretched in the axial and radial directions proceeding downstream of the jet exit plane, consistent with
figure 4. The z − y planes at x/D = 1 and x/D = 30 in the right panel of figure 5 show that the grids were
“butterflied” in 60◦ sectors near the grid centerline. The intent of the gridding approach was to keep the
cells approximately isotropic within the core of the jet. This grid design generally results in very low αgeom,
less than the floor of 0.1 set by αiles for the low-dissipation scheme. The only regions which have significant
values of αgeom are the skewed cells at the centerline and the corners of the “butterfly” region (peak αgeom
of 0.5), and at the nozzle lip region where the nozzle boundary layer grid is merged into the larger domain
(peak αgeom of 1.0).
V. Results and Discussion
A full set of LES cases were run for a cold jet with a total temperature of 313 K, and for a hot jet with
a total temperature of 1114 K. The jet total pressure was 792773 Pa (7.824 atm). The jet total pressure and
total temperature were prescribed as inflow boundary conditions at the nozzle inflow boundary. The jet exit
Reynolds numbers, based on exit diameter and centerline flow properties, are 8.15 × 106 and 1.64 × 106,
respectively. For each of these cases, the LDS4 flux (with αiles = 0.1), the OGRE-Roe flux and the baseline
LS-Roe flux were run on all four grids. Thus, twelve cases were run for each of the cold and hot jet cases.
Four additional cases (one for each grid) were run with the LDS4 flux on an even hotter jet with a total
temperature of 1399 K. These were run as part of the near-field acoustic measurement comparisons in section
V.C below.
The emphasis in this particular work is primarily on the characteristics of various inviscid flux schemes
on this problem, rather than the coupling of various these schemes with LES subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulence
models. As such, no explicit SGS models are included in the calculations - these cases are all so-called
“Implicit LES.” Time integration was accomplished by a 2nd-order implicit backward-differentiation method,
using a fixed timestep set by a convective Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number near unity for cells in the
near field of the jet exit. This resulted in timesteps of ∆t = 3.33µs, 2µs, 1.43µs and 1µs for the cold jet
cases on Grids 120, 180, 240 and 360, respectively. The timesteps on the hot jet caes were half those values.
A limited assessment of sensitivity of the time-averaged results below to timestep size was performed using
the cold jet case on Grid 180. The assessment found that while a timestep of ∆t = 1µs did not significantly
improve or alter the results over the cold jet baseline of ∆t = 2µs on Grid 180, increasing it to ∆t = 5µs or
10µs made the comparisons with experimental data below progressively worse.
The LES simulations were initialized using a RANS solution. For the cold jet case, the simulations were
run for 80 ms to wash out the flow transition to LES flow, and then for another 80 ms to collect turbulence
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(a) x− y Plane at z/D = 0 (b) z − y Plane at x/D = 1
(c) x− y Plane at z/D = 0 (d) z − y Plane at x/D = 30
Figure 5. Cutting Plane illustrating grid and Mach number contours near the nozzle exit plane (top panel) and well
downstream of the nozzle exit (bottom panel) for Grid 180. Hot jet case solution computed using the LDS4 flux scheme.
statistics. 80 ms corresponds to 469 timescales of D/ujet for the cold jet case. For the hot jet case, two
corresponding time intervals of 40 ms were used, each equivalent to 443 timescales of D/ujet.
Typical snapshots of the LES flowfield for the supersonic hot jet case on Grid 180 are shown in figure
6. In these figures, an isosurface of the Q-criterion, Q = (R : R − S : S)/2 is displayed, where R is the
rotation-rate tensor (∇~u − ∇~uT )/2, and S is the strain-rate tensor (∇~u +∇~uT )/2. The isosurface of Q =
0.01 (ujet/D)
2 is shown colored by Mach number M for each of the LDS4, OGRE-Roe and LS-Roe inviscid
flux schemes. It is evident from these figures that the low-dissipation scheme LDS4 resolves finer turbulent
structures than the OGRE-Roe scheme, and particularly the LS-Roe scheme.
In the following sections, the time-averaged LES results are compared with experimental data from Refs.
16–18. The data for the axial profiles of Mach number, total temperature and total pressure were obtained
from the NASA Langley Turbulence Modeling Resource website, and the website authors note that the data
were obtained independently of Reference 16. The data for the jet and mixing layer half-velocity profiles,
and the near-field acoustic measurements, were obtained by digitizing Figures 8 and 18 of Reference 16,
respectively.
V.A. Comparisons of LES results with Measured Mean Centerline Profiles
Comparisons of the time-averaged centerline Mach number, normalized total temperature (Tt/Tt,jet), and
normalized total pressure (Pt/Pt,jet) from the LES simulations with experimental data are shown in figures
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(a) LDS4
(b) OGRE-Roe
(c) LS-Roe
Figure 6. Plot illustrating hot jet structure on Grid 180. The isosurface of Q = 0.01 (ujet/D)
2 is shown colored by
Mach number M .
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7, 8 and 9 respectively. The computational profiles of time-averaged M , Tt and Pt were developed from 60
solution point probes along the grid centerline.
With respect to the comparisons for the centerline Mach number axial profile (figure 7), it is evident
that the LDS4 flux results in very good agrement with the experimental measurements on Grids 180 and
240 for the cold jet case, and for Grids 180, 240 and 360 for the hot jet case. The LDS4 flux on Grid
120 does not capture the length of the potential core very well. Interestingly, the Mach number profile
for the LDS4 flux in the cold jet case on Grid 360 generally also agrees well with the data for x/D < 15,
but does observably deviate below the experimental data for x/D > 15. The OGRE-Roe scheme yields
steadily improving agreement with the Mach number data with increased grid resolution. However, only
the OGRE-Roe results for Grid 360 exhibit good agreement with the experimental data for both the cold
and hot jet cases. The OGRE-Roe results for the hot jet case for Grid 240 are also fairly close to the data.
The LS-Roe scheme on Grid 120 produces Mach number profiles which do not agree well with the measured
Mach number decay slope after the potential core. Increasing grid resolution improves agreement for both
the cold and hot jet cases. However, even on Grid 360 the potential core length is underpredicted.
With respect to the comparisons for the centerline normalized total temperature profile (figure 8), few
conclusions can be drawn from the cold jet cases in the left panel of the figure. All of the flux schemes appear
to show little decay in total temperature along the centerline, an observation which is consistent with the
experimental data. For the hot jet cases in the right panel of the figure, we see trends consistent with the
Mach number profiles discussed above. The LDS4 flux on Grids 240 and 360, and the OGRE-Roe flux on
Grid 360, agree best with the measurements. All other cases agree less well with the data.
Similar trends are also seen in the comparisons for the centerline normalized total pressure profile (figure
9). Again, the LDS4 flux on Grids 240 and Grid 360 produces very good agreement with the measured total
pressure profile for both the cold and hot jet cases. The LDS4 flux even does well at matching the cold jet
case data on Grid 180. The OGRE-Roe flux also agrees well with the data when run on Grid 360, with
noticeably poorer agreement as the grid resolution is coarsened. As above, the LS-Roe flux scheme on Grid
120 does not agree well with the measured total pressure decay slope after the potential core for either the
cold or hot jet cases. At higher grid resolutions the predicted decay slope matches better, but even on Grid
360 the potential core length is underpredicted.
V.B. Comparisons of LES Results with Measured Jet Velocity Thicknesses
Similar observations hold with axial comparisons of space- and time-averaged values of the jet half-velocity
radius, R0.5 and the mixing layer half-velocity thickness, b = R0.5 − h, where h is the potential core radius
(which is set to zero after the end of the core). Comparisons of these values, normalized by the jet exit radius,
R = D/2, are shown for all three numerical schemes in figures 10 and 11, respectively. The jet half-velocity
radius R0.5 is straightforward to compute from the space- and time-averaged velocity results. The potential
core radius h is determined by examining the radial profile of the space- and time-averaged total pressure
at a given axial station. Due to the presence of weak oblique shocks and shock reflections in the potential
core, h was determined for each radial profile by finding the point at which the total pressure dropped to
99% of its local maxima. h was also set to zero for any profile which had a centerline total pressure which
had decayed to less than 97% of the jet exit value.
Examining the comparisons of jet half-velocity thickness R0.5 in figure 10, we note that the LDS4 flux
exhibits good agreement with the experimental data on Grids 180, 240 and 360 for both the cold and hot
jet cases. Only on Grid 120 does the LDS4 flux significantly miss the experimental thickness values. For the
OGRE-Roe flux, we also observe good agreement with the data on Grid 360 for both the cold and hot jet
cases. The OGRE-Roe flux on Grid 240 matches the data a little less well, and then gets progressively worse
on Grids 180 and 120. The LS-Roe flux gets progressively better at matching the velocity thickness data
on the higher resolution grids. However, even on Grid 360, the LS-Roe flux predicts too large of a velocity
thickness for both the cold and hot jet cases.
Similar observations hold up for the comparisons of mixing layer half-velocity thickness b in figure 11.
Note that this flow characteristic differs from R0.5 only in the potential core – when h = 0, the two are the
same. Given that b is initially much smaller than R0.5 as the jet develops, it appears to be the more difficult
measurement for the various numerical methods to match well. Out of all the cases, only the LDS4 flux
on Grid 360 matched the measurements well for the cold and hot jet cases. As expected, the coarser grids
resulted in worse agreement for all flux schemes.
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(a) Cold Jet - LDS4 (b) Hot Jet - LDS4
(c) Cold Jet - OGRE-Roe (d) Hot Jet - OGRE-Roe
(e) Cold Jet - LS-Roe (f) Hot Jet - LS-Roe
Figure 7. Effect of grid resolution on the time-averaged Mach number on the jet axial centerline. Left panel: cold jet
case. Right panel: hot jet case.
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(a) Cold Jet - LDS4 (b) Hot Jet - LDS4
(c) Cold Jet - OGRE-Roe (d) Hot Jet - OGRE-Roe
(e) Cold Jet - LS-Roe (f) Hot Jet - LS-Roe
Figure 8. Effect of grid resolution on the time-averaged total temperature on the jet axial centerline. Left panel: cold
jet case. Right panel: hot jet case.
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(a) Cold Jet - LDS4 (b) Hot Jet - LDS4
(c) Cold Jet - OGRE-Roe (d) Hot Jet - OGRE-Roe
(e) Cold Jet - LS-Roe (f) Hot Jet - LS-Roe
Figure 9. Effect of grid resolution on the time-averaged total pressure on the jet axial centerline. Left panel: cold jet
case. Right panel: hot jet case.
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(a) Cold Jet - LDS4 (b) Hot Jet - LDS4
(c) Cold Jet - OGRE-Roe (d) Hot Jet - OGRE-Roe
(e) Cold Jet - LS-Roe (f) Hot Jet - LS-Roe
Figure 10. Effect of grid resolution on the space- and time-averaged jet half-velocity radius. Left panel: cold jet case.
Right panel: hot jet case.
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(a) Cold Jet - LDS4 (b) Hot Jet - LDS4
(c) Cold Jet - OGRE-Roe (d) Hot Jet - OGRE-Roe
(e) Cold Jet - LS-Roe (f) Hot Jet - LS-Roe
Figure 11. Effect of grid resolution on the space- and time-averaged mixing layer half velocity radius. Left panel: cold
jet case. Right panel: hot jet case.
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Figure 12. Extended comparison of best numerical solutions with jet half velocity radius data of Eggers.
The jet spreading rate ∂R0.5/dx for all of the cases increases significantly after the potential core disap-
pears. It is not entirely clear whether the jet spreading rate has reached a constant value as it nears the exit
of the domain. However, for the cold jet results which agreed best with the available data from the Seiner
experiments, we report the time- and space-averaged spreading rate calculated from x/D = 24 to x/D = 30
by simple numerical differentiation. The spreading rate is 0.082 for the LDS4 flux on Grid 120, 0.085 for
the LDS4 flux on Grid 240, 0.104 for the LDS4 flux on Grid 360, 0.066 for the OGRE-Roe scheme on Grid
360, and 0.072 for the LS-Roe scheme on Grid 360. These spreading rate differences are evident when the
results are plotted along with the jet half-velocity radius data for the Mach 2.22 cold jet of Eggers,32 in
figure 12. The Eggers measurements were obtained for x/D nearly to 75. For comparison, the numerical
slope of the Eggers half-velocity radius measurements from x/D = 23.97 to x/D = 30.825 is 0.072, but from
x/D = 23.97 to x/D = 74.75 the numerical slope is 0.081. Interesting, here again we see the LDS4 flux
results for the cold jet on Grids 180 and 240 agreeing better with measurements for x/D > 15 than those
on Grid 360. These observations suggest that a better understanding of the grid-dependence of LES results
using the LDS4 flux would be prudent.
The hot jet cases exhibit spreading rates that follow the same pattern, but which are consistently larger
than the corresponding cold case results: 0.088 for the LDS4 flux on Grid 180, 0.112 for the LDS4 flux on
Grid 240, 0.118 for the LDS4 flux on Grid 360, 0.088 for the OGRE-Roe scheme on Grid 360, and 0.085 for
the LS-Roe scheme on Grid 360. As above, these rates were calculated using numerical differentiation from
x/D = 24 to x/D = 30.
V.C. Comparisons of LES Results with Measured Near-Field Acoustic Data
The focus of the original paper by Seiner et al. was to improve understanding of the sound produced by high
temperature supersonic jets. As such, the jet nozzle was installed inside an anechoic chamber which was
instrumented with microphones for acoustic measurements. In addition to the many far-field microphones
used in the experiments, six near-field microphones were placed to capture the strong Mach wave sound
radiation emanating from the jet turbulent shear layer. These near-field microphones were denoted N1
through N6. The acoustic spectra of two of these, N1 and N3, for a hot jet case at Tt = 1399 K were plotted
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Table 1. Assessment of grid spacing at probe locations corresponding to microphone N1
Grid Grid Spacing (D) Grid Nyquist Freq. (kHz.)
Name ∆x ∆r ∆θ ∆s ∆x ∆r ∆θ ∆s
Grid 120 0.0602 0.103 0.150 0.192 30.4 17.8 12.2 9.55
Grid 180 0.0401 0.0697 0.0999 0.128 45.6 26.3 18.3 14.3
Grid 240 0.0301 0.0517 0.0749 0.0959 60.8 35.4 24.4 19.1
Grid 360 0.0201 0.0345 0.0499 0.0639 91.1 53.0 36.7 28.6
Table 2. Assessment of grid spacing at probe locations corresponding to microphone N3
Grid Grid Spacing (D) Grid Nyquist Freq. (kHz.)
Name ∆x ∆r ∆θ ∆s ∆x ∆r ∆θ ∆s
Grid 120 0.119 0.141 0.319 0.369 15.4 13.0 5.74 4.97
Grid 180 0.0795 0.0939 0.213 0.246 23.0 19.5 8.59 7.44
Grid 240 0.0597 0.0705 0.160 0.185 30.7 26.0 11.4 9.91
Grid 360 0.0398 0.0470 0.106 0.123 46.0 38.9 17.3 14.9
in Figure 18 of Reference 16. The data from that figure was digitized for comparison here. The paper states
that the original acoustic data were collected at 250 kHz., and were both low pass filtered (102.3 kHz.) and
high pass filtered (150 Hz.). Narrow band (2048 point) acoustic spectra were then developed off-line. This
suggests that the spectral data in Figure 18 of Reference 16 were in frequency bins of 122.1 Hz. The spectral
data in that figure were plotted to 25 kHz.
To facilitate comparisons with this data, 6 solution point probes were placed, at 60◦ circumferential
intervals, at the axial and radial coordinates for microphone N1 (x/D = 9.757 and r/R = 5.722). Another
6 probes were similarly placed at the axial and radial coordinates for microphone N3 (x/D = 23.13 and
r/R = 12.19). It is important to consider the grid spacing at the probe locations, as acoustic comparisons for
even a well-resolved simulation of turbulent jet could be compromised if the grid spacing at the probe location
was too coarse. For the probe locations corresponding to microphones N1 and N3, the grid spacings are
summarized in tables 1 and 2, respectively. Further, assuming a speed of sound consistent with freestream air
at T = 278 K (a = 334.7 m/s), these grid spacings are converted to representative grid Nyquist frequencies
(e.g., a/(2∆x) = 30.4 kHz.) in the table. The grid spacing ∆s is a worst-case root-sum-square value,
∆s =
√
(∆x2 + ∆r2 + ∆θ2). For the probes at both the N1 and N3 locations, the tables show that the grid
Nyquist frequency based on ∆s is the most restrictive, and that frequency based on ∆x is the least restrictive.
Of course, the three different flux schemes will also have their own dispersion and dissipation characteristics
that will affect the resultant acoustics at a given location. Based on the dissipation characterizations for
lower-order upwind schemes in Reference 33, for the LS-Roe scheme we might expect to see dissipation of
acoustic energy to begin at one-fourth of the grid Nyquist frequency, and to be severe by one-half of the grid
Nyquist frequency.
Acoustic spectra were calculated from the solutions probes for the twelve hot jet cases (Tt,jet = 1114 K)
run. While still well above ambient conditions, this total temperature is a little less than the value which
is quoted in Figure 18 of Reference 16 (Tt,jet = 1399 K). Thus, to assess sensitivity, four additional cases
were run using the LDS4 flux with a hotter jet temperature to match the experiment. Probe data was
collected every timestep for the 40 ms averaging window, and the acoustic spectra were computed by breaking
the 40 ms data into five 8 ms windows, and using a discrete Fourier transform with Bartlett (triangular)
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(a) Hot Jet (Tt,jet = 1114 K) - LDS4 (b) Hotter Jet (Tt,jet = 1399 K) - LDS4
(c) Hot Jet (Tt,jet = 1114 K) - OGRE-Roe (d) Hot Jet (Tt,jet = 1114 K) - LS-Roe
Figure 13. Effect of grid resolution on the space- and time-averaged near-field acoustic spectra at location N1.
window overlapping. Although microphones N1 and N3 were single locations in the experiment, the power
spectra comparisons here averaged together the probe data at all six probe locations corresponding to the
same x/D and r/R as the microphones (implicitly assuming the acoustics are statistically axisymmetric).
This procedure resulted in frequency bins of 125 Hz., closely matching the experimental data. The spectra
were converted to sound pressure level, and plotted from zero to 25 kHz to facilitate comparisons with the
experimental data.
The acoustic spectra comparisons for microphone N1 are provided in figure 13. As before, the LDS4 flux
performs very well at predicting the experimental data, progressively improving at the highest frequencies on
the larger grids. As might be expected, the four hotter jet cases with Tt,jet = 1399 K have a slightly higher
acoustic spectra, matching the data even better than the baseline hot jet cases with Tt,jet = 1114 K. Since
the LDS4 flux with αiles = 0.1 is minimally dissipative, the likely reason for the decay in the LES spectra
on Grids 120, 180 and 240 is likely the Nyquist frequency restrictions from local grid spacing at the probe
locations, described above. Observe that the onset of decay for the LDS4 schemes on each grid corresponds
reasonably well with the most restrictive grid Nyquist frequencies in table 1. For the OGRE-Roe and LS-Roe
flux schemes, it is evident from the figure that their progressively more dissipative characteristics dampen
the higher frequency acoustic spectra at N1. The LS-Roe scheme on Grids 180 and 240 overpredicts the
peak in acoustic energy in the low frequency bands. The acoustic spectra for the LS-Roe scheme on all grids
experience much more rapid decay of energy in the mid and upper bands than the low-dissipation scheme,
consistent with the expected behavior for lower-order upwind methods.
The acoustic spectra comparisons for microphone N3 are provided in figure 14. The observations here
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(a) Hot Jet (Tt,jet = 1114 K) - LDS4 (b) Hotter Jet (Tt,jet = 1399 K) - LDS4
(c) Hot Jet (Tt,jet = 1114 K) - OGRE-Roe (d) Hot Jet (Tt,jet = 1114 K) - LS-Roe
Figure 14. Effect of grid resolution on the space- and time-averaged near-field acoustic spectra at location N3.
are similar to those of N1. The LDS4 flux does well at predicting the acoustic measurements at N3 in the
lower frequency bands of the figure. We also see that the onset of decay for the LDS4 schemes on each grid
corresponds reasonably well with the most restrictive grid Nyquist frequencies in table 2, which due to grid
spacing are significantly more pronounced at N3 than at N1. The more dissipative OGRE-Roe and LS-Roe
schemes do not even match the peaks of the data in the lower frequency bands.
VI. Conclusions and Future Work
A low-dissipation flux scheme for unstructured grids which is 4th-order accurate on uniform meshes
(LDS4) was introduced in this work. It is hybridized with a conventional upwind scheme which is activated
to handle shocks in compressible flows. It also includes a feature to add 3rd-order upwinding to handle
suboptimal grid cells, or globally at the discretion of the user. The LDS4 flux was evaluated with a conven-
tional upwind Roe flux approach (LS-Roe) and an OGRE-Roe flux approach on Implicit LES of cold and
hot supersonic turbulent jets. The simulation results were compared with experimental measurements of
centerline Mach number, total temperature and total pressure, measured jet spreading rates, and near-field
acoustic data. Four grids were used to help assess the dependence of solution accuracy on grid resolution.
The LDS4 flux exhibited excellent agreement overall with the experimental measurements, particularly on
the more refined grids. The OGRE-Roe flux at the highest grid resolution also performed well compared to
most of the measurments. The baseline LS-Roe flux approach did not agree well with the data on any of
the grids. These results indicate that a low-dissipation inviscid flux such as LDS4, or even an upwind flux
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approach with minimum dissipation over a wide range of relevant lengthscales (such as the OGRE scheme),
are significantly more accurate for LES than the standard 2nd-order upwind methods typically used on
unstructured meshes. Work does remain, however, to better understand the effects of grid resolution on
Implicit LES using the LDS4 flux approach. Ongoing efforts to examine sensitivity to αiles are underway,
and investigation of SGS models would be prudent.
Though not shown here, the LDS4 flux has also been used successfully on this jet problem with cartesian
voxel meshes generated by Pointwise V18.3R1. This meshing approach is likely more amenable to complicated
geometries than the structured approach used here. Future work will explore cartesian and polyhedral meshes
for LES in more detail.
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